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liberalisation of environmental effects
electricity markets of energy choice

- risk and market forces - climate change risk
are introduced in the impacts from
power generation combustion of fossil
market fuels

- places electric utility - environmental impacts
profits at risk from nuclear waste

- short-term risk - long-term risk
considerations considerations



dimensions of electricity market liberalisation

• liberalisation trend in OECD- and non-OECD-countries

• objective to improve economic efficiency

• privatisation of previously state-owned utilities

• introduce competition in the power generation sector

• transmission and distribution remain regulated (because of
ever-increasing returns to scale, natural monopoly)

• deregulation, reduction of command and control policies to
achieve policy objectives.



impacts of electricity market liberalisation

economic impacts non-economic impacts
- generators seek cost - no incorporation of

reduction potentials public policy objectives
- capital costs will be - cost to accomplish

determined by financial public policy objectives
markets become more transparent

- change in the allocation - other requirements have
of risks to be made explicit

- market-oriented policy
instruments to achieve
these become more
attractive



factors having impact on the choice of

generating options

government considerations firm considerations
- environmental - power generation costs

implications 9 capital costs
- security of supply * long-term fuel costs

(energy diversification) o fuel availability

- public acceptability - demand growth rate

- employment - technical factors
implications (system reliability safety,

- export opportunities size, flexibility, etc.)

- balance of payment - compliance with
considerations present/future environ-

mental standards
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increased usage of financial risk
management techniques

- risk adjusted discount rates (CSPM-model)

- options theory (asymmetric regulatory risk)

- portfolio considerations

non-economic criteria will no longer be
considered

unless externalities are internalised by policy
instruments
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risk adjusted discount options theory
rates approach (radr) - environmental risks

- utilities will lose access to translates in environmental
gvt. bond market regulatory uncertainties

- cashflows will become - investment in power
more volatile generation implies com-

- discount rate determined by mitment/loss of flexibility
expected payoffs of projects due to large sunk costs/

- market risk of asset deter- capital stock inertia
- real investment kills the

mines cost of capital/dr option to wait for more info
- risk premium is required for - markets price this risk: risk

periods of overcapacity adjustment of discount rate
- regulatory risk - favours flexible options



risk nianagenient policies

diversifiable risk e non-diversifiable risk
- risk spreading by invest- market risk (variability in

ment in different pro- expected revenues, no eli-
jects (portfolio, BP mination by diversification,
example, solar energy) risk premium compensates

- project-specific risk for sensitivity with overall
cancelout market movement)

- different projects res- due to overall economic
pond to varying circum- development (periods of
stances (favours small/ overcapacity, etc.)
flexible solutions) according to CAPM

- investors price radr accounts for market
regulatory risk risk



will liberalised markets deliver the goals set by
governments ?

... governments want to stick to their long-term policy-objectives)

• increase in overall efficiency

• environmental objectives

- cost-reductions imply higher energy efficiency

- internalisation of external costs into prices will be more
cost-effective within competitive markets

- market-based instruments preferred to direct control

- change in allocation of risks reveals true cost of capital

• security of supply

- flexible options with short lead times favoured

• opportunity costs for policy objectives will be made
more explicit



how should policy-makers cope with long-term
environmental risks (e.g. climate change, nuclear waste)?

risk management

• risk allocation (assigned to responsibility)
- use markets to allocate risks in a cost-effective way

- provide risk generators with ex ante economic incentives

• risk reduction
- precautionary investments (reduce total risk of portfolio, include

immediate emission reductions, R&D, R&D to reduce uncertainties)
- learning over time provides an additional value (option value)

- irreversibility (recognize value of flexibility)

• risk spreading (portfolio yields on average a better outcome)
- diversification of energy options
- avoid long-term lock in commitments to energy choices
- provide future flexibility
- policy measures be adjusted to risk-cost ratio at the margin



precautionary principle and the electricity sector

• internalisation of externalities (full cost-pricing)

• risk impacts on monetary valuation and discounting
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- public good"-character of environmental risk implies that risk
pooling among individuals is not possible

- assignment of (-) risk premium to evaluate environmental risk
(future environmental costs attain greater importance) due to risk-
averse individuals in average

- recognize the value of flexibility (option value)

• ensuring cost-effective risk reduction
- setting ex ante economic incentives for risk generators

- translates in ) risk premiums accounting for environmental risk

project specific discount rate should display risk-ad usted societal
opportunity cost of capital
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environmental risk and the discount rate

liberalisation of electricity markets
- project discount rates will be higher

risk management policies must recognize value of flexibility
- due to irreversibility, learning over time

- degree of environmental irreversibility (rate of natural decay) has
to be considered

- usage of discount rate reveals commitment to future environmental
impacts and the associated relevant time horizon

- trade-off between preserving flexibility and current costs has to be
considered

- ex ante economic incentives are potentially useful for risks
emanating from continual and predictable emissions



open value approach for energy choices

governmental perspective market perspective
- ongoing uncertainties - capital stock inertia
- environmental irreversibi- (differences among energy

lities (sunk cost f. society, choices, depending on rate
depending on the rate of of capital stock decay)
natural decay) - uncertainty about future

- learning over time costs of environmental
- sequential decision-making compliance
- option value - option value
- risk-adjustment to lower - risk-adjustment to

discount rate increase discount rate



conc us ons

• market liberalisation favours more flexible, efficient options
- risk-adjusted discount rates will account for different project risks
- regulation shifts to incentive-based rather than direct control

• choice of social discount rate
- take degree of environmental irreversibility into account (time

period affected by economic activity) to preserve flexibility
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- public good" character of environmental risk requires lowering
discount rate

• elaborated risk-management policies are helpful in
identifying cost-effective energy options


